The Langevin formalism that describes fluctuations about thermodynamic equilibrium is extended to study hydrodynamic nonequilibrium steady states. The limitations of our generalization are discussed as well as the connection between experimental and theoretical quantities which is more subtle than in equilibrium. The spectrum for Brillouin scattering from a fluid in a shear flow or temperature gradient is simply obtained by Langevin methods. The latter problem exhibits an asymmetry in the height of the peaks inversely proportional to the square of the scattering wave vector. We also construct a microscopic ensemble that is applicable to a variety of hydrodynamic nonequilibrium steady states, and then verify for a particular model that our extension of the Langevin method agrees with a fully microscopic calculation.
in the density-density correlation function implies that the equal-time momentum-density correlation function is nonvanishing, in contradiction with time-reversal symmetry. Consequently, Secs. IV and V are devoted to problems first considered by the M.I.T. group.
We study Brillouin scattering off a fluid in a shear flow in Sec. IV and in a temperature gradient in Sec. V. The problems are arranged in order of increasing technical difficulties. Appendices B and C also make a connection with the work of the M.I.T. group at the level of the choice of ensemble. We emphasize in the text and in Appendix A that the the choice of correlation f unction we calculate depends on the experiment performed. A short version of our results appeared in Ref. 4.
In conclusion, we reiterate the physical interpretation of the formalism, and since the problems of Secs. IV and V have In this section we use the example of a system with one diffusive mode to recall the Langevin' formalism in equilibrium-and to introduce its generalization to a simple nonequilibrium steady state. The calculation we have in mind is that of the density-density correlation function for an uncharged electron-gas scattering off impurities in the presence of a temperature gradient. A "microscopic" calculation for that problem is also presented in Appendices B and C. The ensemble used in these appendices is closely connected to that used by other groups ' ' but the actual calculation is quite different. The fact that our Langevin and given in the conclusion.
In the calculation we will present in this section, many of the possible complications (due to temperature-dependent transport coefficients, for example) will not be treated explicitly although this could be done. These complications will be introduced in the following sections. g»'r'+g-&'g'(6n(rt) 6n(r-f )) &nq "1 ) I Sk2 = (2m)45'(k+ k')5 ((o+ (u') &u'+ Dk ' ' ' (2.8)
The equal-time density-density correlation function (2.6) may be determined from Eq. (2.8) by integrating over & and then taking the k -0 limit. This immediately leads to the identification Q = 2kBTDX"".
(2.9) Equations (2.5) are determined from the assumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium and may vary in space.
For our example, the boundary conditions and the requirement that the system be in a steady state impose j"(x=0)=j"(x=L)=0, -ik (fy f-", , ) k'i(-) (n, , ) = (-i,&+Dk') (-i(e'+Dk'2) (2.14)
Since D and X"are assumed independent of temperature, we have from (2.5) and (2.9): 2D(-)17 k'2w5 ((o+ (u') (n-JI1,",) =ksTa a X"(-(Io +Dk )2(-i '+Dk'2) ' (2.15) T-, =T,(2m)'5&(g+f "[(2~) '5'(p) ] VT, (2.15b) or T (r) = T, + 5T si nq r, T;= T(ow2) ' 5(p) + . [5'(p-q) -5'(p+q) 
then, using Eq. (3.2) we find (3.6) where I is the identity matrix. Equations (3.5) and (3.6) (3.V) This result may also be obtained directly from (3.1) and (3.4) . In equilibrium (3.6) (3.3) (f~(k, t)fg(k', t')) =D~»(k, k')6(t -t') . ev~~~1~'g g 1- 
(4.5)
We thus have a fluid moving in the x direction with a velocity increasing linearly from y = L/2 -to y = L/2 but independent of z. We will take the system as infinite in the x and z directions.
Now let v=v, +5v and p= p, +5p in Eqs. (4.1), (4.2}, and (4.3). We obtain for the linearized equations for the fluctuations 5p and 6v: (S,q(r" t, )S,"(r"t, ))= 2T[q(5;, 5q"+ 5; 5~, )+ (g 3 q)5;q5-, "-]5'(r, -r,) 5(t, -i, ) .
From now on we will set Boltzmann's constant kz equal to unity. Recall that T, q, and 6 in (4.8) are position independent. This will not be the case in the following section. By analogy with the procedure described in Eq. (2.17) we will use instead of (4.5),
where q = e"/L and both Vo and v, are in the x direction. Using (4.9) and Fourier transforming (4.6) and (4.7) we obtain, in matrix notation, 
(4.14)
In this formula, we 
There is also on the right-hand side of (4.10) a term proportional to kx (kx 5v» 
. We also need to calculate the correlation functions (5n»~» "5n»~, ") and (5n», i, "5n»,i, ) (or equivalently (5n»~, "5n»*~, ") and (5n»,~, , " x 5n»~, ")), because the hydrodynamic matrix in Eq. (4.10) couples modes whose wave vectors differ by~. It turns out in the end that these correlation functions vanish but this' must be seen by an explicit calculation. We can substitute for 5p»"and 5v~, in Eq. (4.10}the zeroth-order solution because these terms are already multiplied by 5, . Using (4.18) and (4.19}we also see that to linear order in 8, only the longitudinal component of the velocity is important. Hence, approximations such as
can be used in the terms multiplying p, in Eq. (4.10). With all these simplifications we find 5p, =- 
We have assumed that the average mass density p, is a constant to first order in 5T. This follows from the fact that the average pressure is constant in Eq. (5.4) and from our assumption (dp/dT)& =0. From Eq. (5.9) we immediately obtain the density-density correlation function:
he correlation function of the fluctuating stress tensor follows from Eq. (4.8) with a parameter T which depends on position as in Eq. (2.17): 
2z 8T (5.12) The first term multiplying 5T may be rewritten (Bq/BT)[2k~(k -q) [(k-q) 
The correlation of the Langevin force can be found from Equation (4.8), recalling that the local temperature and viscosities must be used: Fig. 3 ). ((n, n, * )+(n, "/,~n , ", /, )+(n, ,/, n, *"/, )) ((mv»n),~)+(mv~~» "n~,/, ")+(mv", » "n~"/, ")). ( Later, Griffin4' (1968) K» is the incident electric field and the detector is assumed to be immersed in a medium of diel. ectric constant e, . Note that t'= t -i8 -ri)tc,/c is-,the retarded time and that the integral is restricted to V the volume of the scattering medium.
We assume that the incident electric field can be written as follows": E,(r, t) =-n, E,(r) e ""»' " " »" (A2) where n, is a polarization vector and E,(r) a slowly varying function of position which determines the shape of the incident beam. We neglect the spread in frequency of the incident beam. As usual, it must be much smaller than the frequency shifts we intend to measure. Evaluating Eq. (Al) for large R and assuming, as in equilibrium, that the change in magnitude of the wave vector k, . due to scattering is negligible, we obtain R ((» &e)=-k xk x( which is determined by a classical diffraction problem. " We define E,(r) = E, (-r)E,(r).
Computing~R ,(R, &u&)~, we find that the quantity of interest is proportional to
where k = -k, . 
For simplicity, we will assume that the functions E,(r), E,(r ), and the restriction to the integration volume lead to integr als over a rectangular region of size 2L "2I"2L3. This assumption is made for simplicity. It is not much harder to handle analytically a Gaussian form for E, such as was used in the calculations that led to Fig. 4 .
With the assumption of a rectangular integration region, Eq. (A5) becomes
The quantities in large parentheses are proportional to delta functions in the limit L, -~. Equati. on (A6) [see also (n,"n~,", ) = (2v)~6((g + e') [6'(p+ p') (sin(q/2 -q'), I, ).
x ((n ( ksqs+2/2, iq -k-2'+2/2s-(sy~k-q'+2/2, ss -k+2'+2/2s-(q)+ (q q)) . 
The equivalent of this integral with a Gaussian weight has been evaluated in Fig. 4 6&(,(q, v) da)' y, ('((q, (o') 
6(B((q)) = lim S~,u(q, f') 6T(q) V' plateau (811a) Il(Ai(r', 0)(~(r, t))=f ('r(()(r, oM, (7', 0) (~(r, () A particularly lucid description of the method has been given by Langreth. " In the present appendix, we will emphasize only the techniques which have not been described in any of the above references. Equations (Cll) and (C12), in particular, simplify considerably some of the calculations.
From Eq. (820), when 6T(r) = t)T(q)e'~', we have S(n(-k+q/2, t)A(k+q/2, t ))
where we used the time and space translation invariance of the equilibrium ensemble (angular brackets). Fig. 5 . For Fig. 5(a) The following quantities will be helpful later:
Gs(x, x') =[G'(x, x') -G (x, x')]9(t -f'), G" (x x') = [G'(x, x'}-G~(x, x')]e(t'-f) . Fig. 5 (a) .
The solid lines now stand for fully dressed propagators. %e dropped the symbol n for the density vertices but indicated the energy vertex by an e as a reminder that e =p /2m -p multiplies the propagators a,t this vertex. 
Similarly, (b) Part of the diagram of (a) which must be iterated.
[G ]"=GRG&G"
Equation ( To give an example of how the calculation proceeds, we compute the energy vertex of Fig. 10 . The first term (I) on the right-hand side of the Fig. 10(a) The part of Fig. 10(a) which must be iterated is illustrated in Fig. 10(b) . This time, the terms of order q' must be taken into account since they will eventually determine the position of the pole of v. We assume vv' «1 and v~Tq We can now justify why we neglected the potential energy contribution to the energy vertex. Equation (C17) multiplies the contributions coming from the other parts of the diagrams but none of these will depend on v once the c integrals are done. Hence at the end we have to do the frequency integral &ln) -= Jdw aPf(++ e )[) f(e -v/2)) f(-e + @/2) .
We obtain,~to leading order in P&& «1 and P&do«1: Z(l) -,+6 (P» and P~,) . +8(t' -t)8(-f'-7')e '2&('"r& Do& ' '"&' " +8(t -t') 8(-i -7')e '2 "v '&&0&"h&2&(' "]. Then when t = 0, the exponentials in (C21) do not allow~t'~& 'f and we obtain 5(n( k+q/2, )0n( -k. q+ /2t')) =2K(0)5T(q)[8(t')e '"" " '+8( t')e'~" '/'"'] 
